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FIRST EVIDENCE FOR LIVE %E IN THE EARLY SOLAR SYSTEM. 
A. Shukolyukov and G. W. Lugmair, Scripps Inst. of Ocean., Univ. of Calif. San 
Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093-0212. 

6 0 ~ e  decays by 13-emission with a half life of T*= 1.5 My [I]  and forms, 
via "CO, the stable nuclide @Ni. So far no direct evidence had been found that 
dO~e was alive in the early solar system although its presence would have far 
reaching implications as a heat source for early planetary melting and 
differentiation [2] and for models of stellar nucleosynthesis. In addition, if 
present in sufficient amounts, the Fe-Ni system could serve as highly sensi- 
tive chronometer for early solar system events on a time scale of a few My. In 
a recent report on N i  isotopic anomalies in Allende inclusions [3] a -1 e-unit 
(1x10-~) excess on 6 0 ~ i  (60~i') was discussed in terms of possibly being due to 
the decay of live @Fe - if true, 60~e/?Fe = 1.6~10'~ is estimated for the time 
when these inclusions solidified. 

Since the expected abundance of @ ~ e  is very low a prime criterion for 
the search for the decay product of this nuclide is the selection of samples 
with very high Fe/Ni and very old age. Further, a correlation of %i* with 
Fe/Ni between mineral phases from samples such as meteorite inclusions is 
essential in order to rule out the possibility of %i* being the result of 
admixture of grains carrying the ashes of previous 60Fe decay. Unfortunately, 
high Fe/Ni phases are very rare and the measuring sensitivity for Ni pres- 
ently requires the availability of several 100 ng per analysis. Most of these 
complications can be avoided if 60Ni' could be found in Ni-depleted equilibrated 
planetary differentiates. In the parent body (PB) Ni most likely would be de- 
pleted in the mantle due to segregation of a core, chemical equilibration 
occurred on a planetary scale, and a resolvable @ ~ i * ,  even in a bulk sample, 
would clearly establish the presence of live %eat  the time of Fe-Ni frac- 
tionation (i.e. accretion - planetary melting - core formation). An observable 
d O ~ i '  - Fe/Ni correlation additionally would extend the time of existence of live 
bO~e to the time of basalt formation. 

For these reasons we chose as our first sample a basaltic achondrite, 
Chervony Kut (CK),  whose igneous origin is clearly established [41. The 
available Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd ages [ 5 ] ,  although old, are highly uncertain but do 
not give any reason to believe that the true age is significantly different from 
other non-cumulate eucrites. Bulk samples and mineral separates of Plag and 
Px were prepared from 2 g of starting material for measurements of Ni 
isotopes, Fe and Ni  concentrations, Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd, and Mn-Cr systematics. So 
far only one fine grained bulk sample was used for determinations of M ~ i / 5 8 ~ i ,  
Fe/Ni, Rb-Sr and Mn-Cr. The Fe and Ni contents were measured by graphite 
furnace AA. The chemical separation procedures for Ni were similar to those 
described in [3]. The isotopic compositions of N i  from standards and CK were 
measured on a multi-collector VGSector instrument in a multi-dynamic 
operation mode using 200 to 600 ng of N i  per sample load. 

60~i/SB~i results for the laboratory standard and chemically processed 
terrestrial standards with low Ni content (JB-1, JB-2) are presented in the 
Figure as the distribution of deviations in e-units from the average. 62Ni/% 
6 0.052545 was used for correction of m a s s  fractionation according to an 
exponential law. Precisions obtained for 6 0 ~ i / j 8 ~ i  range from 0.4 to 0.6 e-units 
and the mean value is 0.382141 f 0.000002 (20,). 

The result for the first bulk sample of CK is also displayed in the 
Figure. I t  shows a distinct excess of %i8 =6.6 f 0.6 e-units. j6Fe/58~i = 3 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~  
was measured for CK. We suggest that this excess is due to the decay of @ ~ e  
and represents the first clear evidence for the existence of live %e in the 
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early solar system. Alternative modes of production such as  by n-Y reactions 
on 5 9 ~ o  can be excluded because of the relatively short cosmic ray exposure 
age of 17 My 161 and a neutron fluence of < 1x10'~ n ~ m - ~  obtained from 
measurement of 15%m/149~m. The possibility that  the total meteorite (eucrite) 
PB had an elevated %i/%i relative to the earth is also extremely unlikely. 
This would only be possible if live 6 0 ~ e  or its decay product were heterogene- 
ously distributed within the inner solar system and its abundance was 1000 
times higher than implied by our result (see below). This remote possibility 
can be excluded once the  60Ni/58~i data are  available on the individual mineral 
phases. 

If we assume that  the eucrite PB and the earth accreted from material 
with similar Fe/Ni then the initial 60NU5%i in CK would be very close to our 
standard value. We then can calculate " ~ e / ~ ~ F e  in the CK PB at the time of Ni  
depletion as ' 7x10~~. 

We will now compare the results from CK with those obtained on Allende 
inclusions [3] in terms of chronology. The Pb-Pb ages of angrites are  4.558 G a  
[7] and those of some Allende C A I s  a re  "4.568 Ga [81, a difference of "10 My. 
The initial # ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  of CK is within error the same as  that  of the angrites and 
confirms the  result of [7] that  the eucrite and angrite PB(s) formed within (22 
My of one another. Thus, the eucrite PB is also "10 My younger than the  
CAIs. Using 6 0 ~ e / 5 6 ~ e  ' 1.6~10" a s  calculated in [3] for CAIs  and a decay in- 
terval of 10*2 My we obtain (1.6'241.L6)~109, in striking agreement with the 
value obtained for CK. Further, using a ~ e / S 6 ~ e  " 1 .6x l0~as  starting value for 
an accreting planetary body preliminary estimates show that  heat production 
due to the decay of 60Fe is sufficient to melt a body of a few 100 km in size. 
One could even speculate as to how much a 6 0 ~ e / 5 6 ~ e  of - 2-3x10~ affected the 
earliest thermal evolution of CAIs? 
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